365 Retail Markets
Your convenience technology partner
365 Retail Markets is the global leader of self-service convenience technologies and strategic partnerships with Foodservice operators around the world.

Through our combination of MicroMarket, vending, mobile, dining and Touchless Transaction℠ technologies, we offer a diverse point-of-service platform that fits any consumers convenience needs and can be customizable for any type of business or location.

About 365

- Worlds Largest MicroMarket Technology Provider
- 200+ Employees
- Over 30,000 POS
- Operate in 12 Countries
- Product Line:
  - MicroMarkets
  - Traditional POS
  - Vending
  - Tablet
  - Mobile
We Are Better Together: How We Can Help You

365’s convenience technologies provide consumers with an enhanced customer experience.

In addition to our global leading convenience technologies, our 365 Exclusive Partnership Program provides Foodservice operators with everything you need to go from start to finish and beyond.

- Grand opening marketing materials
- Promotion development and digital signage
- Continued marketing support
- Content creation
- And so much more…

Easy to use Technology
Saves Time
Customizable Solutions
365 Projected Growth

35,000 MicroMarket locations and $5b in U.S. sales by 2022.

Reaching the world, one country at a time with our technologies that are customize for end-users.
By using the 365Pay app, Loyalty Programs, Digital Promotions, and Advertising, the 365 product ecosystem seamlessly connects consumers with products!
365 MicroMarket Technologies

- Offer a Touchless Transactions℠ Technology solution to your clients!
- Our innovative, automated kiosks and tablets are the heart of your MicroMarket. We provide consumers around the world with a stress-free purchasing experience.
- 365NanoMarket™ is a modern, cashless tablet-based device for your smaller locations. It can also be used as another checkout point at your larger locations.
- The PicoMarket is the our smallest but most versatile technology. It can be used on a vending machine (PicoVend) or on a cooler (PicoCooler).
365 PicoCooler

The PicoCooler is our smallest but most versatile technology. This new unattended POS opens tremendous options for the Food-to-Go market and can be placed in any location.

Multiple payment options including Touchless Transaction Technology via the 365Pay App and Credit Card
- Interactive, dynamic touchscreen display
- On-screen promotions and advertising opportunities
- Connectivity and payment versatility

Utilizing new technology for our adapting world, the PicoCooler’s versatility allows for grocers, restaurants and QSR to still reach and feed their consumers.
Vending
365 PicoVend

- Vending machines have been around for decades and we’re changing the way people use them by our innovative vending technologies.

- Multiple payment options including Touchless Transactions™ Technology via the Connect & Pay App and Credit Card

- The 365 PicoVend is the vending functionality of the 365 PicoMarket — one innovative convenience technology used two ways.
  - Interactive, dynamic touchscreen display
  - Connectivity and payment versatility
  - Upgrade to standard vending machines
  - On-screen promotions and advertising opportunities
Dining
365Dining System

- Stay open by converting your Cafeteria to Self-Service
- 365Dining systems are flexible making them a a great fit for onsite dining operators in corporations, schools, and healthcare
- Multiple payment options including Touchless Technology via the 365Pay app and NFC payment terminals

Intuitive Cashier Mode

- The fast, flexible, intuitive system is easy to learn with a flexible display enabling cashiers to choose the menu layout that best suits them for smoother service and shorter lines

Self-Service at it’s Finest

Consumers simply grab their meal, scan their item or search the database, pay and go. The easiest and most efficient way to eliminate long lines and keep your customers happy.

- Order Ahead - offers both 365Pay app and web ordering to boost your consumer convenience
- Cashier Mode - staffed station to accept cash during peak times
- Now Serving Screens - keeping consumers updated on order status at-a-glance
Mobile
Benefits of going cashless: 365Pay

365Pay provides consumers with an easy way to pay. Your clients will enjoy the convenience of a single stored value account (Global Market Account) that works seamlessly in MicroMarkets, Vending, and Dining.

365Pay gives consumers the ability to:
- Add funds
- View purchase history
- Pay across multiple locations
- Save on credit card processing rates

Consumers Love:
- Loyalty programs
- Faster checkout without cash
- Enhanced market experience
365Beacon

The 365Beacon was nominated for the 2019 Automatic Merchandiser’s Product of the Year award thanks to its achievement in seamlessly streamlining the check out process!

It allows consumers to scan and pay for products easily using a Bluetooth connection to the 365Pay app.

- Seamlessly connect checkout capabilities
- Provide more ways to pay
- Eliminate long lines
365 Product Environment
365 Certifications

We are a trusted source for hundreds of thousands of credit card transactions every single day!

At 365, we pride ourselves on:

- Highest possible levels
- Certified by Independent QSA
- Renewed Annually
- On-going Penetration Testing
- Dedicated Staff
- GDPR Compliant
- Policy focus – Biometrics, Data and Privacy
- Secure remote device management
365 Security Partnerships: Panoptyc & March Networks

- Using the V5 software, Panoptyc offers an exclusive integration with the new March Networks video security system.

- By using a combination of machine learning, data analysis, and human viewing, 365 operators will be able to monitor their markets and optimize the time they spend reviewing footage for loss prevention, consumer service issues and more.

- Three of the best solutions - all in one Market.
Recap

365 Retail Markets is the convenience self-service partner who continues to be the global leader with our innovative technologies and one-of-a-kind partnerships.

Meet today’s consumers needs with a partner who is here for you every step of the way.

We are better together.

Contact us today to get started!
marketing@365smartshop.com